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act of like that by a man
a house of a marvellous/sacrifice aetof-&, resulting in saving the hundreds of

and
lives, would be described in a magazine of the standing of the Time magazine, ithin

like that which simply raises the question as to how a man could be

so foo{sh as to let himself killed that way, when he might have lived-hep-p44y- come

back, and live happily with his wife and continue his life .... It is amazing,

it is one of the most disgusting things I have ever read, and I cannot imagine!

that it would hive been written, except for this which is tean to the idea,

this idea that anything as that ... we should simply lie down and let people

walk over it, and that that is a Christian thing to do. The Bible no where teaches

such a thing. I like what Mr. Dunzweiler said the-othei1a-y- in the latter part

of his sermon. The Bible says we should pray for the rulers, and praying for them
evil

does not mean that we are praying that some wicked,k man who is oppressing

people, and doing all sorts of wickedness be unable to continue for a long time
our prayer is that

in his wickedness, we-a te-pia.y-that the Holy Spirit by common grace may be-

ae.4e-use these people for good! rather than evil, and that by special grace

He may iread them to know the gospel, and become Christian leaders, and as

Mr. Dunzweiler said, if yei we pray, we should also ask and do anythirg that

is within our power to promote righteousness and peace, knowing that acomplete
that

peace or righteousness will never be secured7-uess in this age, therefore/this

is a secondary idea, not a primaryactivity. Our primary activity in securing
individuals

peace would be by giving of the gospel, and reaching the yo',/for the Lord, and

that is the greatest thing that can be de$4er done for the spread of peace upon

this earth. I think I read in the Saturday Evening Post about two weeks ago,
I think

and there was an article on Thinking the Unthinkable, and the article/was by

Joseph , who talked about how terrible it is - there are
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